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Abstract. Social conformity is the act of individuals adjusting personal judge-
ments to conform to expectations of opposing majorities in group settings.
While conformity has been studied in online groups with emphasis on its
contextual determinants (e.g., group size, social presence, task objectivity), the
effect of age – of both the individual and the members of the opposing majority
group – is yet to be thoroughly investigated. This study investigates differences
in conformity behaviour in young adults (Generation Z) and middle-aged adults
(Generation X) attempting an online group quiz containing stereotypically
age-biased questions, when their personal responses are challenged by older
and younger peers. Our results indicate the influence of age-related stereotypes
on participants’ conformity behaviour with both young and middle-aged adults
stereotypically perceiving the competency of their peers based on peer age.
Specifically, participants were more inclined to conform to older majorities
and younger majorities in quiz questions each age group was stereotypically
perceived to be more knowledgeable about (1980’s history and social media
& latest technology respectively). We discuss how our findings highlight the
need to re-evaluate popular online user representations, to mitigate undesirable
effects of age-related stereotypical perceptions leading to conformity.
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1 Introduction

Social conformity is a powerful social influence that encourages individuals to change their
personal judgements when challenged by an opposing group majority [3,4]. Researchers
explain that individuals conform either because they perceive information supported
by the majority to be ‘correct’ (informational conformity), or as they attempt to ‘fit
in’ with a group to ensure their membership (normative conformity) [23,77,78,79].
While preliminary studies of social conformity were initially based on face-to-face
groups [3,4,9,23,37], as a significant proportion of human societal interactions are now
taking place through diverse online group settings (e.g., social networks, online chatrooms,
discussion forums) [5,15,28,29,51,60,73], understanding repercussions of social conformity
on online group interactions is of growing interest to the HCI research community.
Recent literature has studied conformity behaviour across a wide variety of online

groups such as social media [19,52,53,80,81], learning platforms [8,77,78,79], news web-
sites [69], and support groups [65]. However, the majority of these studies have focused on
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quantifying online social conformity in terms of its contextual determinants such as ma-
jority group size [61,78,80], social presence [45,79] and task objectivity [45,61,78,79]. Con-
versely, less emphasis has been placed on determining how more personal factors - that
have been shown to elicit stereotypical perceptions in online communities (e.g., age [2,13],
gender [16,49,77], culture [17], race [20]) - influence online conformity behaviour.

In particular, age of an individual has been recognised as a vital determinant of one’s
susceptibility to conformity influences in offline groups [22,41,42,43,74]. Prior work
indicate a non-linear relationship between an individual’s age and their conformity
behaviour, where susceptibility to conformity is seen to increase with age till adolescence,
after which it gradually declines [22,74]. Furthermore, studies investigating age differ-
ences among adults observe higher conformity behaviour in older adults, than in their
younger counterparts [41,42,43]. These studies rationalise that conformity behaviour
runs parallel with socialisation processes that individuals follow to integrate themselves
in the community (e.g. young children rely on peers to determine their behaviour in
groups - leading to higher conformity, whereas by early adulthood they tend to be more
confident of their own actions - reducing susceptibility to conformity influences [22]).
However, it is unclear if these observations would hold in online groups where social
processes may not be obvious or equally strong due to inherently lower social presence
and higher anonymity [54]. Moreover, there is evidence in literature that individuals
tend to stereotypically perceive competency and trustworthiness of online peers based
on peer age [30,57]. Other conformity studies also indicate that similar stereotypical
perceptions of peer competency (triggered based on peer gender) can exacerbate online
conformity behaviour and lead to incorrect judgements [77,49]. However, such effects
are yet to be investigated with regard to age-related stereotypes in online groups.

Therefore, this study takes an initial step towards quantifying effects of age and related
stereotypes on online social conformity. We investigate potential differences in conformity
behaviour among two distinct age generations - young adults (Generation Z) and
middle-aged adults (Generation X) - when completing an online quiz delivered through
an Instant Messaging (IM) platform, in small groups. We intend to understand whether
and how people infer age of their online peers, and use this information to determine
their conforming or non-conforming behaviour against younger/older peers who support
a contradicting judgement. This understanding is critical to design future online group
platforms that account for possible detrimental effects of age-related stereotypes (e.g.
unfair treatment of older adults who are perceived as less reliable and trustworthy than
their younger counterparts [57,30,34]), to ensure positive societal interactions.

2 Related Work

Despite the enhanced anonymity and reduced social presence offered by online plat-
forms [54], individuals are susceptible to both informational and normative conformity
influences in online groups settings [8,19,48,52,53,65,78,81,82]. For example, students
completing group quizzes in online learning platforms have been seen to conform to the
majority’s responses, in an attempt to obtain more ‘correct’ answers [8,78,79]. Recent
work has also shown that Facebook users tend to accept the majority’s negative or
positive perception of a news article’s trustworthiness (inferred through user comments
posted underneath the article) as a benchmark to differentiate between fake and
real news articles shared on the platform [19,80]. The above studies emphasise the
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significance of informational influences (or the need to be ‘right’) [23] in prompting
conformity behaviour in online group settings. On the other hand, Zhu et al. [82] observe
that individuals tend to align their online choices with those of the opposing majority’s
- even when required to make choices based on personal preference - indicating the
presence of normative conformity influences (or the need to be ‘liked’) [23]. Similarly,
normative conformity has been observed in online support groups, where users tend to
conform to community-accepted conventions of behaviour and linguistic norms, with the
intention of receiving better support and feedback from other community members [65].

Moreover, prior work investigating implications of online social conformity suggests
the potential for both negative and positive effects [8,35,69,77]. For instance, a recent
study examining the effect of social information on the accuracy of a visual judgement
task highlights that conforming to biased and incorrect responses from peers led to
more errors among Mechanical Turk users [35]. Similar observations were noted in
students who wrongly assumed the majority to be ‘correct’ when attempting online
quizzes (informational conformity), and obtained more incorrect answers than those
who attempted the quiz independently [8,77,78]. Conversely, normative conformity is
considered useful to encourage users of online news websites to follow accepted norms
of the community and contribute high quality and ‘thoughtful’ content [69].

Therefore, it is critical to understand what contextual and personal factors affect
susceptibility of individuals to online conformity influences, in order to minimise its
detrimental effects on online societal interactions (e.g. undue pressure to conform to ma-
jority’s incorrect judgements). However, the majority of prior studies focus on contextual
determinants of online conformity i.e., majority group size, task objectivity (subjective or
objective nature of a task) and social presence (sense of being connected with others in the
group [66]) [8,45,61,78,79]. In brief, these studies indicate that participants are more likely
to conform when challenged by larger majorities, as they attempt objective tasks (with
a specific correct answer), and in online settings with higher perceived social presence.

Moreover, several studies investigating personal determinants of conformity indicate ef-
fects of users’ self-confidence and gender [49,61,77,78,79,80]. These studies unanimously
note that participants with higher confidence on personal decisions are significantly less
likely to conform when challenged by opposing majorities [77,78,79,80]. Furthermore,
while no significant differences in conformity behaviour is observed among men and
women in online groups [61,78,79], prior work note that both men and women are
more inclined to conform when challenged by male-dominant and female-dominant
majorities, in stereotypically masculine and feminine tasks respectively [49,77]. Findings
from these studies imply that when competency of online peers is not explicitly known,
users tend to stereotypically perceive peer competency based on available user cues
(i.e. in this case, user gender derived from their first name or stereotypically gendered
avatar) - especially in the presence of stereotypical tasks. These observations emphasise
the need to investigate implications of other user cues (such as age) that can trigger
similar stereotypical conformity behaviour in online groups.

However, online conformity literature is yet to systematically investigate effects of age
on social conformity - despite age being identified as a critical conformity determinant
in offline conformity literature [41,42,43,74]. Therefore, this study intends to take an
initial step towards identifying the effects of age on online conformity behaviour. Next,
we summarise the offline conformity literature investigating effects of age on social
conformity, which informed the design of our study.
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2.1 Conformity as a Function of Age

The majority of offline conformity studies investigating effects of age on conformity
behaviour have focused on identifying differences in conformity between young adults (18–
22 years) and older adults (>55 years) [41,42,43]. These studies unanimously indicate
that on perceptual tasks, older adults conform significantly more often than young adults.
For instance, in a study that compared conformity behaviour in young and older adults
attempting a series of visual judgement tasks, author observed that older participants
were more susceptible to conformity influences than their younger counterparts [41].
Similar observations were noted by Klein and Birren [42], where older participants
conformed more often than younger participants in an auditory signal detection task.
On the other hand, prior studies investigating determinants of online conformity do not
indicate significant effects from participant age [8,45,46,47,49,61,78,79]. However, as most
of these studies primarily recruited young adults, it is likely that the age distribution of
the recruited participants was not sufficient to reveal significant effects from participants’
age on their conformity behaviour. Therefore, in this study we intend to recruit
participants in two distinct age generations - Generation Z (young adults between 18–23
years) and Generation X (middle-aged adults between 40–55 years) [24] - to investigate
potential age differences in participants’ susceptibility to online conformity influences.

Furthermore, literature also indicates that an individual’s decision to conform or not,
depends on their perceived self-competency in an experimental task, in comparison to
the perceived competency of the opposing majority (or peers) [21]. In other words, as a
result of informational influences (or the need to be ‘right’) individuals tend to conform
to majorities they perceive as more competent or knowledgeable than they are, in a given
situation. On that note, we highlight that competency of peers has been often stereotyp-
ically inferred through their age in both offline and online groups, subsequently affecting
how users interact with their peers [14,25,43]. For instance in offline contexts, school chil-
dren have been observed to assume peer competency based on peer age, and more often
imitate peers they perceive as more competent than themselves [14]. Furthermore, such
age-biased perceptions of peer competency have also been noted to trigger stereotypical
conformity in offline groups [41,42,43]. For instance, Klein and Birren [43] observed that
both young and older adults stereotypically assumed older peers to be less competent
and reliable in visual judgement tasks (due to the perceptual nature of the activity),
consequently encouraging older participants to conform more to their younger coun-
terparts, whereas younger participants were seen less inclined to conform to their older
peers. Authors also emphasised that when stereotypical perceptions regarding perceived
self-competency were controlled so that young and older adults had similar perceptions
of their task competency, previously observed differences in conformity diminished.

Similarly, despite the absence of face-to-face interactions, peer age has often been
used to gauge peer competency and trustworthiness in online groups [30,50,57]. For
instance, in a recent study investigating the impact of borrowers’ personal features
(e.g., age, gender, physical attractiveness) on online peer-to-peer lending decisions,
authors indicate that users actively inferred age of peers through their photographs, and
considered assumed age a reliable indicator of peer competency to repay the loan [30].
Similarly, Pak et al. [57] observed that users of an online health management application
assumed peers represented using younger anthropomorphic (human-like) avatars as
more reliable and trustworthy than peers represented using older avatars. The authors
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further explained that the above differences in preference could be due to negative
stereotypes associated with older adults [59].

However, effects of peer age and related stereotypes on conformity behaviour is yet to
be systematically investigated in online groups. Hence, in addition to age differences in
conformity behaviour, the present study will also explore how stereotypical perceptions
related to peer age and competency may impact conformity behaviour among young
(Generation Z) and middle-aged adults (Generation X), as they attempt tasks that
are stereotypically age-biased and perceived to be more familiar to either young or
middle-aged adults.

3 Method

We aim to investigate the impact of three aspects of age on social conformity in an
online group setting using a 2 (participants’ age: young adults vs. middle-aged adults) x
2 (majority’s age group composition: all young/middle-aged, mixed) x 3 (stereotypically
perceived question type: young, middle-aged, neutral) mixed design, where participant’s
age and majority’s age group composition are manipulated between subjects (resulting
in four experimental conditions). The study was deployed as a group quiz containing
multiple-choice questions (MCQ) on Slack (www.slack.com) - an online instant messaging
platform - which allowed us to expose participants to stereotypically age-biased questions,
in the presence of diverse age group compositions in a realistic online group environment.
The decision to use a MCQ quiz for the study was inspired by recent literature which
uses quizzes to investigate conformity in online group settings [8,45,61,77,78,79].

3.1 The Quiz

The quiz contained 30 objective MCQs which were equally distributed among topics
that young adults (or Generation Z) are perceived to be better at (i.e. social media
& latest technology), middle-aged adults (or Generation X) are perceived to be better
at (i.e. 1980’s history), and topics that are neutral or timeless (i.e. general knowledge).
On that note, we emphasise that this study intentionally focused on Generations X
and Z, with an entire age generation (Generation Y) separating the two age groups,
to avoid potential overlaps in age-related stereotypical perceptions. Moreover, prior
work has indicated that there are clearly established age-related stereotypes attached
to Generations X and Z, that the aforementioned question topics have been seen to
successfully trigger [13,24,36,40,70]. Furthermore, we chose general knowledge topics to
represent neutral questions, as recent work has shown no age differences in conformity
for general knowledge questions [45,61,77,78,79].

After determining topics for each question type, we created a question repository by
extracting objective MCQs related to the selected topics. The neutral questions were ex-
tracted from recent online conformity literature (i.e., [77,78,79]), whereas questions that
are stereotypically perceived as age-biased were extracted from popular online questions
repositories i.e., Britannica, Sporcle, and Washington Times quizzes. In order to deter-
mine a final list of quiz questions that could trigger age-related stereotypical perceptions,
we then followed a filtering mechanism that has been frequently used in recent studies
investigating effects of stereotypes on conformity behaviour [46,47,49,77]. Two of the
paper’s authors (one from Generation Z and another from Generation X) independently

https://slack.com/
https://www.britannica.com
https://www.sporcle.com
https://www.washingtontimes.com/quiz/
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rated the stereotypically age-biased questions on their familiarity to young (Generation
Z) and middle-aged (Generation X) adults, each on a 10-point Likert scale (1 – Gen Z/X
is not at all likely to be familiar to 10 – Gen Z/X is extremely likely to be familiar). The
familiarity score for Generation X was then reverse-coded and added to the Generation
Z score, to arrive at a final score for each stereotypical question. Similarly, authors rated
the neutral questions for their likelihood to trigger an age-related stereotypical perception
(1 – Not at all likely to trigger age-related stereotypical perceptions to 10 – Extremely
likely to trigger age-related stereotypical perceptions). We computed the weighted kappa
(kw) to assess the inter-coder reliability of the two raters, to note kw = 0.81 (95%
CI, 0.72 to 0.90, p<0.001) - which indicates excellent agreement beyond chance [26]
- further validating the categorisation of the quiz questions. We then selected the top 10
questions from each topic (i.e., topics familiar to Generation Z or young adults, topics
familiar to Generation X or middle-aged adults, and topics related to general knowledge)
to be included in the quiz. By exposing individuals in groups to different questions types
(stereotypically age-biased and otherwise), we intend to determine whether they would
consider age as a factor of peer competency when deciding whether to conform or not,
especially in topics that are stereotypically perceived to favour a certain age group. We
list several questions used in the quiz representative of each question type in Table 1.

Question Type Example Quiz Question Answer Options

General Knowledge What is the largest country in the world (by area)? Canada, USA, China, Russia
What is the capital of Bulgaria? Tirana, Sofia, Berlin, Riga

Social Media & Technology A game based on which animated franchise propelled AR into the mainstream in recent years? Pokémon, Super Mario, Legend of Zelda, Sonic
Which song by “Psy” has been viewed over 2 billion times on YouTube? Gentleman, Daddy, Hangover, Gangnam Style

1980’s History Which Michael Jackson album released in 1982 featured the single “Beat It”? Invincible, Dangerous, Thriller, Bad
What was the top grossing movie of the 1980s? Star Wars VI, E.T, Ghostbusters, Raiders of Lost Ark

Table 1. Example questions used in the quiz. Correct answer for each question is in bold.

The quiz was conducted in a Slack channel (an online chatroom). We used a
pre-programmed Slack bot named “SupportBot” to conduct the quiz without any
involvement from the researchers in order to reduce potential experimenter effects and
mimic a realistic online environment as suggested in prior work [72,76,78].

During the quiz, the SupportBot guides the user through the steps shown in Fig. 1.
First, the bot displays a MCQ with four answer options, requesting the user to attempt
the question by themselves (Step 1). Upon submitting their personal answer, the bot
asks the user to rate how confident they are of the chosen answer from a scale of 1
– 5, with higher values indicating higher confidence (Step 2). After the user indicates
their initial confidence level, the bot displays a list of group answers claiming to
display how two ‘peers’ have answered the same question (Step 3). However, in reality
there was only one real user in a single session and the ‘peers’ were simulated by two
confederates of the research team, who provided answers to the quiz questions based
on a predetermined script to ensure that one answer always secured a clear majority
of votes, while also placing the user’s initial answer in the majority as well as in the
minority to avoid suspicion. We note that the notion of using confederates to maintain
control over the majority–minority group formation was based on prior conformity
literature [3,4,8,45,79]. Following the display of group answers, the bot requests the
users to attempt the question again and indicate their confidence on the new answer
(Steps 4 and 5), before moving to the next question (Step 6). The above process was
repeated for all questions in the quiz, which allowed us to capture how the group
feedback influenced users’ decision to change or not change their initial answers.
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Fig. 1. Steps followed by a participant when answering the quiz questions.

3.2 Age Group Compositions

We decided to use an overall group size of three, which is the minimum group size
required to simulate a clear majority against a minority of one (the user). Moreover,
a group size of three has been established as sufficient to elicit conformity behaviour
in prior studies [3,4,11,27,63], which was appropriate for this experiment as our focus
is not to determine the effect of group size on conformity behaviour.

As per the objectives of the experiment, to determine the effect of the opposing ma-
jority’s age group composition on participants’ conformity behaviour in stereotypically
age-biased questions, we exposed users to the following age group compositions. We
were interested in the group compositions where the user is challenged by an opposing
majority that included at least one peer who does not belong to the same age group
as the user as illustrated in Fig. 2.

(a) Young user challenged by two middle-aged peers.
(b) Young user challenged by one middle-aged peer and one young peer.
(c) Middle-aged user challenged by two young peers.
(d) Middle-aged user challenged by one young peer and one middle-aged peer.
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Fig. 2. Overview of age group compositions investigated in the study. The real participant/user
is on the left and the simulated ‘peers’ are to the right. Black and grey avatars represent young
users/peers and middle-aged users/peers respectively.

3.3 Age Cues

Determining how to indicate peer age to users realistically was a critical decision of this
study. We decided against using real photographs of users, as photographs are rich in user
cues other than age, and have been seen to elicit stereotypical perceptions of user gender,
personality, and even their trustworthiness in online settings subsequently affecting their
conformity behaviour [32,62,75,77]. Instead, we chose to represent users using textual
usernames that included a unique user ID and their birth year (e.g. e1p3 2000 as shown
in Fig. 1), to imply the age group users belonged to. Our decision was motivated by prior
work that shows that users tend to include their birth year in online usernames in Twitter
and other gaming platforms [44,56]. Furthermore, we chose the mode and median
birth years of the young (1998 and 2000 respectively) and middle-aged (1965 and 1976
respectively) users recruited for the study, to be displayed alongside the ‘peer’ answers
during the quiz (see Fig. 1 Step 3). Our intention behind this decision was to ensure that
the fake peers represent the age distribution of the user cohort recruited for the study.

3.4 Participants and Procedure

We recruited participants using our university’s online notice board where individuals
willing to volunteer for the study were requested to complete a simple form providing their
name, email address, self-described gender and birth year. We described that the study
aims to investigate how individuals perform in online group quizzes, as the true purpose
of the study could not be disclosed prior to the experiment as expected in conformity
studies [67]. Next, we shortlisted potential participants based on their age group (young
adults and middle-aged adults only), and contacted them through email to describe the
experimental task and obtain their written consent. Out of the individuals who responded
with their consent, we recruited a final sample (N=32) that consisted of 16 middle-aged
adults (Generation X; born between 1965 – 1980 as per [24]; M=46.63, SD=5.84)
and 16 young adults (Generation Z; born between 1997 – 2002 as per [24]; M=20.5,
SD=1.84), with an equal number of men and women from each age group. Moreover,
our participants came from different educational and occupational backgrounds including
Arts, Engineering, Science, Commerce, Physiotherapy, Nursing, Education and Public
Health. Participants were then randomly assigned to the eligible experimental conditions
(i.e. young adults were equally assigned to experimental conditions illustrated in Fig. 2
(a) and (b), and middle-aged adults were equally assigned to experimental conditions
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illustrated in Fig. 2 (c) and (d)), with an equal number of men and women to each ex-
perimental condition. Each participant was assigned to only one experimental condition.

The study was conducted entirely online, using Slack channels for each group session
under the supervision of a researcher. Before the quiz, all participants received a link to
join the designated Slack channel, using their unique username. Upon joining the Slack
channel, the bot welcomed the participants, described the objective of the study and the
experimental task, and informed the participants that they are connected with two ‘peers’
(simulated by confederates) to complete the quiz as a group. The bot also described
that all participants are referred to using their usernames during the quiz, highlighting
that the username is composed of a unique participant ID and the corresponding
participant’s birth year. Participants were then prompted to type “@SupportBot ready”
once they have completed reading the instructions, upon which the quiz was initiated.

After completing the steps illustrated in Fig. 1 for each quiz question, the SupportBot
automatically directed the participants to complete a post-test survey with three
questions:

1. Did you experience an urge to change your initial answer after seeing the group
answers? If yes, what factors influenced this behaviour?

2. How did you use the feedback received to answer the quiz questions?
3. Did you notice the age distribution of the group? If yes, how did this information

affect your final answer?

After participants submitted brief, textual responses to the above questions, the bot
thanked them, and explained the true objective of the study and the use of confederates
to simulate peers. Participants were then given the opportunity to withdraw their
participation and data collected during the study, if desired. No participant chose to do so.
On a different note, we emphasise that the research team includes members from

Generation X and Z (age groups considered for participant recruitment) as well as
from Generation Y (the age group in between the two age groups investigated in the
study). Moreover, the experimental design was approved by the Ethics Committee of
our university. The experiment lasted for approximately 30–40 minutes per participant,
including briefing, completing the quiz, and the final post-test survey.

3.5 Analysis of Survey Responses

Two of the paper’s authors individually coded the survey data following an inductive
thematic analysis approach [12]. The emerging themes were then combined in an online
spreadsheet before further discussion. These themes indicated perceived pressure from
majority, a relationship between confidence in answer and conformity, and how inferring
peer age through usernames led to age-stereotypical perceptions of peer competency.
Next, the two authors virtually discussed and collaboratively agreed on the final themes:
effectiveness of the manipulations used in the study to trigger age-related stereotypes
(usernames and questions stereotypically perceived as age-biased), how participants’
age, opposing majority’s age group composition and perceived question type affected
participants’ conformity behaviour, and the effect of confidence in initial answer on
subsequent conformity behaviour. Next, we present the main findings of our analysis.
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Age Cues and Stereotypical Question Types: During the quiz, participants
were addressed using usernames which included a unique user ID and their birth year
(e.g. e1p1 1972). The SupportBot also informed that the same naming convention is
used to refer to their peers during the quiz (especially when displaying peer answers next
to their usernames as shown in Fig. 1, Step 3). In the post-test survey, all participants
described that they actively inferred peer age and the age group their peers belonged
to (young vs. middle-aged adults), using usernames of peers. Hence, embedding birth
years in usernames of the supposed peers was sufficient to trigger awareness of peer
age; “I noticed that each of us is from quite different generations. One of them was
born in 1965, another in 1976 and myself in 2000. My peers knew many other things
in their era that I did not know, and vice versa” (P16, Gen Z).

Moreover, participants stereotypically categorised quiz questions as better known by
young (i.e. social media & latest technology) and middle-aged (i.e. 1980’s history) adults,
indicating that the question types we used in the quiz to trigger age-biased stereotypical
perceptions were effective; “I trusted the older guy (born in 60s) when answering
questions from his era (like the movie from the 80’s), while I trusted the guy born in
1998 when answering questions like the most popular social media website” (P23, Gen Z).

Age-related Stereotypes: We further note that the awareness of peer age and
assumptions of stereotypical question types significantly encouraged participants to
stereotypically perceive peer competency in different questions. The majority of the
participants described that they actively linked peer age with the stereotypically as-
sumed era of the question, when deciding whether to trust peer answers or not; “Some
questions are too new like social networking, technology and gaming. I think only young
people would know these. But there were also questions that are old (1980s), for which
I don’t believe the younger generation would know the correct answer” (P10, Gen X)
and “I will consider peer answers more if the question is something related to events
or things of their generation” (P02, Gen Z).

Moreover, participants also highlighted how such (stereotypical) perceptions impacted
their conformity behaviour. As noted by P25 - a middle-aged participant - they were
more inclined to conform to younger majorities in questions perceived to be better
known by younger generations; “A lot of the questions were based around technology
and recent things. I thought younger people would know more about these topics, and
if I didn’t know the answer, I thought they would know better and I trusted them”
(P25, Gen X). Similarly, young participants also claimed to prefer majorities with
middle-aged peers for questions that they perceived to be familiar to older generations.
Alternatively, for questions they perceived to be familiar to their own age group, they
were less inclined to change their personal answer; “When the question is about history
or requires knowledge related to many years ago, I preferred to change my answers so
that they can be consistent with the older people’s answer” (P05, Gen Z) and “The age
distribution only affected my decisions in questions that might have been popular in the
past as I was the youngest among the group” (P03, Gen Z).
Our data also provide evidence as to why participants felt encouraged to follow

aforementioned stereotypically age-biased perceptions when deciding whether to conform
or not. Participants rationalised that following the answers of the age group that is
perceived to be more familiar of the question content, improved their chances of reaching
the correct answer to the quiz questions - indicating the presence of informational
conformity influences; “When the questions were related to an older time, for instance,
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1980’s popular film, it makes sense to have a higher bet on a person from that era than
someone younger. So age did convince me to believe that they might have chosen the
right answer” (P24, Gen Z) and “I used the 90’s person’s answers for gaming questions,
and if the 60’s person had the same answer as me [a middle-aged participant] for history
questions, I felt a little more confident that my answer may be correct” (P31, Gen X).

Initial Confidence: Our qualitative analysis also indicate that participants were more
susceptible to conformity influences when they were unsure of their personal answers,
whereas they were less likely to conform when they trusted their personal answers; “If I
was not very confident in my answer, I would look at what the other two posted. If they
both agreed on something different from me, I was likely to change to what they said. If
I was reasonably confident, but others gave a different answer, I generally stuck to my
answer, but my confidence was less” (P27, Gen X). Moreover, participants reiterated
that the peer feedback was useful when they were unsure of their initial choice, to reach
the correct answer to the quiz question (informational conformity); “For some questions
I was really only guessing the answers, so answers from my teammates provided me with
an answer which I hoped was more likely to be correct than my guess” (P27, Gen X).

4 Results

All 32 participants answered 30 multiple-choice questions (equally distributed among
topics covering general knowledge, social media & technology, and 1980’s history)
which resulted in a total of 960 responses. Moreover, simulated peer answers placed
participants in minorities (peer answers unanimously challenged participant’s answer) as
well as in majorities (one or more peer answers supported the participant’s answer) to
avoid suspicion. As a result, participants found themselves in the group majority in 618
questions, and in a minority for the rest of the 342 questions. On that note, we emphasise
that aim of this study is not to compare results between majority and minority groups,
but rather to investigate the impact of opposing majority’s age group composition on
conformity behaviour, when answering stereotypically age-biased questions.
Upon seeing the group’s answers for a question, participants indicated their final

answer and confidence level, where they could:

(a) Change both their initial answer and confidence level.
(b) Change only their initial answer.
(c) Change only their confidence in answer.
(d) Make no change to either their initial answer or confidence level.

We note that all participants changed their opinion, confidence level, or both at least
once during the study, resulting in a total of 481 changed responses (in majority = 263,
in minority = 218) with an average of 15.03 changes (SD=5.62) per participant. Fig. 3
illustrates the distribution of the final responses (post-feedback), grouped by whether the
participants’ initial answer to the question placed them in a minority (minority responses),
or a majority (majority responses). When placed in minorities, participants changed their
initial answer with or without a change in confidence in 46.4% of the responses, changed
only their confidence in 17.3% of the responses (M=−0.31 and SD=1.44 per response,
indicating an overall reduction in confidence) and made no change to their initial answer
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Fig. 3. Distribution of minority and majority responses across the four response types.

or confidence in the remaining 36.3% of the responses. Conversely, when participants
found themselves in the group’s majority they made either no change to their initial
response or changed only their confidence level in the initial answer (M=1.14 and SD=
1.03 per response, indicating an overall increase in confidence) in approximately 95.4% of
the responses. Hence, our preliminary analysis indicates that participants were aware of
their position in the group, and changed their answers post feedback, not randomly but
due to the influence of the predictors we considered, confirming the validity of our results.

4.1 Model Construction

For the purposes of this study, we consider changing the initial answer option (with
or without a change in initial confidence level) to that of the majority, as conformity
behaviour. Our results show that 29 (out of 32) participants conformed at least once to
the majority, resulting in a total of 97 conformity responses (conformity rate = 28.36%),
with an average of 3.03 (SD=2.13) conformity responses per participant. We observe
similar conformity rates in prior online conformity literature [45,77,79].
We then investigated the impact of the following variables on the conformity be-

haviour of our participants. The predictor variables were chosen based on the study’s
objective of determining the effects of participant age, opposing majority’s age group
composition, and stereotypical question type on online conformity behaviour. For the
statistical model we only considered the responses of participants when placed in a
minority, as the dependent variable was determining conformity behaviour.

– PAge: Participant’s age group. Values: Middle-aged (Generation X), Young (Gen-
eration Z).

– MajAgeGroup: Majority’s age group. Values: Middle-aged (majority of two
middle-aged peers), Young (majority of two young peers), Mixed (majority of one
young and one middle-aged peer).

– QType: Stereotypically perceived question type. Values: Neutral (general knowl-
edge), Young (social media & latest technology) and Middle-Aged (1980’s history).

– Initial confidence: Participant’s initial confidence in their answer. Range: 1–5.
– Gender: Participant’s self-disclosed gender. Values: Man, Woman.
– User ID: An unique identifier assigned to a given user during the quiz.
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We used the R package lme4 [6] to perform a generalised linear mixed-effects model
(GLMM) analysis of the relationship between the aforementioned variables and par-
ticipant conformity behaviour (binary variable: conformed or not). A GLMM (family =
binomial, link = logit) supports the study’s objective to identify potential main and/or
interaction effects from multiple personal determinants of offline conformity (i.e., age,
gender, self-confidence), in addition to the impact of stereotypical perceptions triggered
by age-typed questions and majority’s age group composition, on the outcome variable
- conformity - which follows a non-normal distribution. We specified participant (User
ID) as a random effect to account for individual differences in our model.

All statistically significant predictors included in the final model (following model selec-
tion through incremental addition of variables based on their predictive power) are shown
in Table 2. We perform a likelihood ratio test with the null model [10] and find that our
model is statistically significant (χ2=107.56, p<0.001) and explains 38.21% of the vari-
ance in accuracy (R = 0.62, R2 = 0.38). To ensure the validity of the model, we check for
the existence of multicollinearity. Our predictors report a variance inflation factor between
1.16 and 2.71, well below the often-used threshold of 5 to detect multicollinearity [33].

We observe a statistically significant interaction effect between participant’s age group,
opposing majority’s age group composition and stereotypical question type, on partic-
ipants’ conformity behaviour (p<0.05). The model also notes that participants’ confi-
dence on initial answer indicates a statistically significant main effect on their conformity
behaviour (p<0.001). Our results do not indicate any other main or interaction effects
from the variables considered. Next, we describe the above significant predictors in detail.

Predictor Log OR P-value Effect size (d)

Initial confidence -0.65 < 0.001 -0.359
PAge (Middle-aged) : QType (Young) : MajAgeGroup (Young) 2.70 < 0.001 1.503
PAge (Middle-aged) : QType (Middle-aged) : MajAgeGroup (Young) 1.91 0.04 1.072
PAge (Middle-aged) : QType (Neutral) : MajAgeGroup (Young) 1.61 0.07 0.904
PAge (Young) : QType (Middle-aged) : MajAgeGroup (Middle-aged) 1.70 0.03 0.952
PAge (Young) : QType (Young) : MajAgeGroup (Middle-aged) 1.57 0.11 0.884
PAge (Young) : QType (Neutral) : MajAgeGroup (Middle-aged) 0.97 0.31 0.551
PAge (Middle-aged) : QType (Middle-aged) : MajAgeGroup (Mixed) -0.75 0.39 -0.406
PAge (Middle-aged) : QType (Young) : MajAgeGroup (Mixed) 0.42 0.59 0.238
PAge (Middle-aged) : QType (Neutral) : MajAgeGroup (Mixed) -0.87 0.27 -0.473
PAge (Young) : QType (Middle-aged) : MajAgeGroup (Mixed) -0.33 0.66 -0.181
PAge (Young) : QType (Neutral) : MajAgeGroup (Mixed) -0.77 0.30 -0.418

Table 2. Effect of predictors on participant conformity. Statistically significant main effects
and interactions (p<0.05) are in bold. The effect sizes are presented as Cohen’s d values
derived based on relevant log odds ratio [58]. The sign of the effect size or d (+/-) denotes the
direction of the relationship between the predictor and conformity behaviour. The absolute
size of d indicates the magnitude of the effect; d = 0.2 (small), d = 0.5 (medium) and d = 0.8
(large) [18].

4.2 Participant’s Age Group, Opposing Majority’s Age Group
Composition and Stereotypical Question Type

We note that participants’ tendency to conform to the group majority, was significantly
influenced by their age group, opposing majority’s age group composition and the
stereotypically perceived question type as illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) and (b). The two plots
visualise the density of the likelihood of conformity (y-axis) for young & middle-aged
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participants, when challenged by middle-aged and young majorities respectively (x-axis),
across the three question types. We calculated the likelihood of conformity for each partic-
ipant in each of the three question types, as the ratio between the number of conformity
responses and the total number of minority responses in the relevant question type.

Fig. 4. (a) Likelihood of young participants conforming to middle-aged majorities in different
question types, and (b) Likelihood of middle-aged participants conforming to young majorities
in different question types. The three curves relate to the three question types. Vertical lines
indicate average conformity rates for each question type.

Fig. 4(a) indicates that young participants were significantly more inclined to conform
to majorities with all middle-aged peers for questions stereotypically perceived to
be well-known by middle-aged adults (1980’s history) than in other question types
(d=0.952, large effect size), with their average conformity rates are at 49.17%, 41.67%
and 37.50% for 1980’s history (middle-aged), general knowledge (neutral) and social
media & technology (young) questions respectively. On the other hand, middle-aged
participants were seen to conform to majorities with all-young peers, in questions which
are stereotypically age-biased in comparison neutral questions. This behaviour was more
dominant in questions which are sterotypically perceived to be well-known by young
adults (d=1.503, large effect size), than in questions which are stereotypically perceived
to be well-known by middle-aged adults (d=1.072, large effect size). This interaction
effect is illustrated in Fig. 4(b), which marks the average conformity rates of middle-aged
participants at 70.83%, 62.50% and 52.38% for social media & technology (young),
1980’s history (middle-aged) and general knowledge (neutral) questions respectively.
Moreover, conformity behaviour of both young and middle-aged participants were not
significantly affected by mixed majorities, in any of the question types.

4.3 Initial Confidence

The statistically significant main effect from participants’ initial confidence on their
subsequent conformity behaviour (p<0.001) implies that all participants were less likely
to conform to the majority, when they were confident of their initial answer - regardless
the majority’s age group composition or the stereotypically perceived question type
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(d=−0.359, small to medium effect size). We illustrate this in Fig. 5, where we analysed
participants’ self-reported initial confidence levels across both non-conforming and
conforming responses using box-plots. We note that while the range of self-reported
confidence levels for both response types range from 1–5, the median values for non-
conforming and conforming responses are at 3 (M=2.89, SD=1.31) and 2 (M=2.08,
SD=1.09) respectively, reiterating that lower initial confidence values are more likely
to result in conforming behaviour.

Fig. 5. Participants’ initial confidence across non-conforming and conforming minority re-
sponses.

5 Discussion

Currently, our understanding of online social conformity is primarily based on its
contextual determinants - i.e., group size [61,78,39,77], social presence [45,79], and task
objectivity [45,61,78,79]. However, as online group platforms are becoming increasingly
personal (e.g., social media, online support groups [7,5,15,28,51,60,73]), it is vital to
quantify implications of personal factors such as age and gender on social conformity.
Moreover, such personal factors have also been seen to trigger stereotypical percep-
tions of peer competency among individuals in offline groups, further increasing their
susceptibility to stereotypical conformity influences [14,25,43]. However, it is unclear
if the above observations would prevail in online groups that lack direct face-to-face
interactions, and operate with minimum user cues [54]. Hence, this study takes an initial
step towards investigating effects of one such personal factor - age - on online social
conformity across three aspects: age group of the participant, age group composition
of the opposing group majority, and stereotypically perceived question type.

5.1 Online Social Conformity

We note an overall conformity rate of 28.36% - which is similar to conformity rates
observed in prior work that investigated effects of contextual conformity determi-
nants [45,77,79]. Furthermore, our results indicate a statistically significant main effect
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of participants’ initial confidence in personal answer, and an interaction effect from
the three aspects of age considered in the study, on the conformity behaviour of our
participants. Hence, by controlling for contextual determinants such as majority group
size (majority was always two), social presence (low social presence, with minimum users
cues and interactivity) and task objectivity (all questions were objective), this study
revealed implications of personal conformity determinants - which we discuss next.

Initial Confidence: Participants’ confidence on initial judgements has been previously
reported to influence their susceptibility to conformity in online groups [8,47,49,77,78,79].
Similar to prior observations, we also show that participants are significantly less
motivated to change their answer to the majority’s when confident of their personal
answer, whereas when they are unsure of their initial selection they readily change their
final answer to reflect the majority’s selection. We further emphasise that this effect
persist, regardless of the other factors considered in the study (participant’s age, opposing
majority’s age group composition, and question type). Moreover, in the post-test survey
participants described that conforming to the majority when unsure of the their initial
answer was a mechanism employed to ‘correctly’ answer the quiz questions - confirming
the existence of informational influences as implied in prior studies [77,78,79,80].

Age and related Stereotypes: While our results did not indicate main effects from
the three aspects of age included in the study, we note that participants’ age group
(young adult or Generation Z vs. middle-aged adult or Generation X) interacted with
the opposing majority’s age group composition (all young peers, all middle-aged peers,
or a mix of young and middle-aged peers) and the stereotypically perceived question
type (social media & latest technology favouring Generation Z, 1980’s history favouring
Generation X, and general knowledge that do not favour an age group), in determining
their conformity behaviour. More specifically, young adults were swayed by an opposing
majority with all middle-aged peers, strictly in questions stereotypically perceived to be
better known to middle-aged adults (1980’s history), whereas middle-aged adults readily
conformed to opposing majorities that included all young peers, in questions stereotyp-
ically perceived to be well known to young adults (social media & latest technology).

Therefore, while our study did not replicate observations of offline literature where
older adults are portrayed as more susceptible to conformity influences than their
younger counterparts [41,42,43], our findings show that stereotypical perceptions that
participants derived with regard to peer competency using peer age as an indicator, sub-
stantially influenced their online conformity behaviour. Our qualitative analysis confirms
that the above perceptions of peer competency were based on popular stereotypes that
portray young adults (or the Generation Z) as “digital natives” [24,71], and middle-aged
adults (or the Generation X) to possess more “practical knowledge and life experi-
ence” [13,36,40,70]. Consequently, participants believed that following the age group that
is stereotypically perceived to be more knowledgeable about certain age-biased topics, im-
proved their chances of being ‘correct’ - reiterating effects of informational influences that
have been previously observed with regard to gender stereotypical perceptions of peer
competency [49,77]. Moreover, the fact that both young and middle-aged participants
showed no motivation to conform to mixed majorities in any of the question types, sug-
gests that participants were not concerned about being singled out against a unanimous
majority, and hence were not as susceptible to normative conformity influences.
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Furthermore, we highlight that prior work that investigated young people’s actual
use of technology do not identify them as expert users in the matter [64]. Moreover,
literature also note that other factors such as education level of young people significantly
affect their expertise in technology [1]. Therefore, stereotypical conformity observed
in this study, where young adults were stereotyped as more competent in social media
& technology entirely based on their assumed age, is not always reliable and is unlikely
to result in ‘correct’ answers as expected. Furthermore, other studies also indicate that
age-biased stereotypes often disadvantage older adults who are perceived as less reliable
and trustworthy than their younger counterparts, in online group settings [57,30,34].
Therefore, our findings coupled with prior evidence in literature, urge the re-evaluation
of online group platform design, to mitigate undesirable effects of age-stereotypical
online conformity behaviour i.e., conforming to incorrect majorities and prejudice
against people from different age generations.

5.2 Design Implications

This study presents interesting findings with regard to the use of user cues in online
groups. We note that despite its minimalist nature, textual usernames that indicated the
birth year of the corresponding peer were sufficient to trigger stereotypical perceptions of
peer competency, in both young and middle aged participants - which also subsequently
determined their conformity behaviour. Hence, our findings imply that individuals
are receptive to the simplest user cues in online groups and often use them to derive
stereotypical perceptions of their online peers.

Moreover, it is likely that the effects of age and related stereotypes observed in this
study would be further heightened in real online group settings that use richer user
representations such as real photographs (e.g., social media, online forums [55,68])
and highly anthropomorphic (human-like) avatars (e.g., gaming platforms, virtual
worlds [34,50]). Therefore, we urge designers of online group platforms to reconsider
if including user cues is of value to the core purpose of the platform to minimise sus-
ceptibility of users to unwanted social pressures. For instance, user age holds important
information in online dating websites or social media, but may not be useful in an
e-commerce platform. Thus, age-related user cues should only be embedded in platform
design only if they are considered value-adding.

Furthermore, we encourage the use of online user representations that are devoid
of explicit age-related information - i.e., site specific avatars used by Slack, animal
avatars used by Google, identicons used by GitHub etc. - especially in contexts where
age stereotypical perceptions of peer competency could trigger conformity behaviour as
observed in this study. We argue that using age-neutral user representations in platform
design can minimise the occurrence of age-stereotypes that have been observed to
trigger prejudice against certain age groups in prior work [57,30,34].

Alternatively, we encourage future studies to explore the possibility of mitigating
detrimental effects of age-related stereotypes through alternative user representations,
and by displaying user competency through platform specific indicators (e.g., skill assess-
ment tests in LinkedIn [38], badges used in Stack Overflow [31]) - thereby minimising
opportunity for stereotypical perceptions of user competency to manifest.
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5.3 Limitations

We note the following limitations of our study. First, our findings on the effects of age and
related stereotypes on online conformity behaviour are specifically with regard to young
andmiddle-aged adults. Hence, further work is required to investigate how age and related
stereotypes impact conformity behaviour in other age groups (such as adolescents and
older adults). Furthermore, while the sample size used for the study was sufficient to elicit
statistically significant effects from age-stereotypical perceptions on online conformity be-
haviour, further work is required to replicate our findings in larger sample sizes. Moreover,
as the study’s primary focus was on understanding the impact of personal determinants
such as user age and their susceptibility to stereotypes on online conformity behaviour,
we did not investigate how the above personal factors manifest alongside popular contex-
tual determinants such as group size, task objectivity and social presence. Therefore, we
note that our work is an initial step towards quantifying effects of personal determinants
on online conformity, and that future work can extend this work to investigate combined
effects of both personal and contextual determinants on online conformity behaviour.

6 Conclusion

While age has been identified as a critical conformity determinant in offline groups, its
effects on online conformity remained unclear. Hence, this study investigates effects of age
and related stereotypes on susceptibility to conformity influences in young and middle-
aged adults, as they complete stereotypically age-biased tasks in an online chatroom.
Our results indicate that in the absence of explicit information of peer competency,
both young and middle-aged adults stereotypically perceived competency of their online
peers based on assumed peer age (indicated through usernames of peers) - establishing
the existence of age stereotypes in online groups. Furthermore, such stereotypical
perceptions were also seen to influence the conformity behaviour of our participants. We
note that both young and middle-aged participants conformed to their older or younger
counterparts, when attempting tasks that are stereotypically perceived to be well known
to the respective age group. Our qualitative data provides further evidence that in
the presence of user cues that indicate peer age, the effect of traditional informational
influences on online conformity was further heightened by age-related stereotypical
perceptions. We discuss how our findings encourage designers of online group settings
to carefully reconsider if embedding user cues in platform design is value-adding from
the perspective of the users as well as the platform. Furthermore, we promote the use of
online user representations that are devoid of age cues (e.g., identicons or site-specific age-
neutral avatars instead of anthropomorphic (human-like) avatars or real photographs of
users) - especially in contexts where age cues could trigger age-stereotypical perceptions
of peer competency. In conclusion, our results highlight the need for exploring alternative
online user representations and platform specific indicators of peer competency to
minimise detrimental implications of stereotypical conformity in online groups.
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